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We report on the first single-state measurement of the broadband (450-800 nm) dielectric function
of gold isochorically heated by a femtosecond laser pulse to energy densities of 106-107 J/kg. A
Drude and an inter-band component are clearly seen in the imaginary part of the dielectric function.
The Drude component increases with energy density while the inter-band component shows both
enhancement and red shift. This is in strong disagreement with predictions of a recent calculation
of dielectric function based on limited k -point sampling.
PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.25.Fi, 52.25.Os, 52.30.–r
Warm dense matter refers to states characterized by
comparable thermal and Fermi energies, and ion-ion cou-
pling parameters [1] that exceed unity. While theoretical
treatment of warm dense matter is made difficult by ef-
fects of electron degeneracy, excited states and strong
ion-ion coupling, experimental study is made challeng-
ing by the need to obtain single-state data as theory
benchmarks. This has left warm dense matter a largely
uncharted frontier. Nonetheless, warm dense matter is
drawing increasing attention because of its role in under-
standing the convergence between condensed matter and
plasma physics, as well as its relevance to other areas
including shock physics [2], inertial confinement fusion
[3] and astrophysics [4]. Among this broad interest, a
new focus is non-equilibrium warm dense matter. This
is driven by its practical importance as transient states
in laboratory-produced high energy density matter and
its fundamental significance in the study of relaxation
processes and phase transitions.
A key parameter characterizing warm dense matter is
its dielectric function, ε(ω). Encompassing contributions
from intra-band and inter-band transitions, it is central
to the understanding of electron transport and optical
properties. In addition it is a manifestation of band
structure and density of state effects, thus rendering it
a plausible means of probing structural phases. This
is of intense interest to the study of warm dense mat-
ter produced not only by laser excitation but also by
shock compression. Changes in the imaginary part of the
spectral dielectric function in low energy density states
have been studied extensively in thermomodulation spec-
troscopy [5–12] including reflectivity and transmissivity
measurements. The only available single-state data on
the dielectric properties of highly non-equilibrium warm
dense matter are the DC and AC conductivities of gold
heated by a femtosecond laser to energy densities of 105-
107 J/kg [13]. However, the latter is measured at a sin-
gle photon energy of 1.55 eV (wavelength of 800 nm)
and is thus the result of intra-band transitions. On the
other hand, ab initio calculation of the dielectric function
of aluminum across the solid-liquid transition has been
obtained [14]. Most recently, AC conductivity of warm
dense gold in a spectral range that covers both intra-
band and inter-band transitions has been reported albeit
based on very limited k -point sampling [15].
In this letter we present the first measurement of
broadband (450-800 nm) dielectric function of highly
non-equilibrium warm dense gold using a pump-probe
technique (femtosecond laser pump and supercontinuum
probe [16]). It yields the first single-state data at high
energy densities with simultaneous observations of intra-
band and inter-band components with sub-ps resolution.
The results verify Drude-like behavior at 800 nm. They
also reveal an enhancement and red-shift of the d-p band
transitions that persist until the heated sample disassem-
bles. The measured data provide a critical benchmark for
theory and point to the importance of adequate k -point
sampling to ensure convergence in calculations.
The experiment is performed using two synchronized
pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser (the Europa Laser at
LLNL). A 150-fs FWHM, 400-nm pulse is used to pro-
duce isochoric heating of a free-standing gold nanofoil
(25-33 nm thick) while a 180-fs FWHM, 800-nm pulse
is focused onto a CaF2 crystal to generate a supercon-
tinuum probe [17] for broadband optical measurements .
The gold nanofoil is mounted over an aperture of 600-µm
diameter. The flatness of its central 300-µm diameter is
better than λ/10 as determined with a 632.8-nm Michel-
son interferometer. The 400-nm pump pulse is focused
onto the nanofoil at normal incidence with a spot diame-
ter of 80 µm (FWHM). The incident, reflected and trans-
mitted light are monitored by both calibrated photodi-
odes and CCD cameras to yield measurements of laser
deposition across the focal spot with a spatial resolution
of 5 µm. While the skin-depth of 400-nm light is only
∼ 7 nm in gold, the electron ballistic range is ∼ 110 nm
[18] that far exceeds the thickness of the target. Com-
bined with the 150-fs pulse width, this results in uniform
and isochoric heating of the nanofoil at solid density and
allows the determination of excitation energy density ∆
directly from the laser deposition measurement.
The supercontinuum probe illuminates the gold
nanofoil at a 45◦-incidence with a 30µm×600µm line fo-
cus, covering both heated and unheated regions of the
target. Figure 1(a) shows a measured supercontinuum
spectrum. The frequency chirp in the supercontinuum
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FIG. 1: (a) Supercontinuum spectrum and (b) frequency chip
in the supercontinuum probe.
source (Fig. 1(b)) is measured using the Kerr optical-gate
technique [19]. To remove the effect of chirp in measure-
ments, spectral data are binned in 10-nm intervals and
appropriate temporal shifts are applied using Fig. 1(b).
The reflected and transmitted spectra of the supercontin-
uum probe are recorded with two intensified CCD cam-
eras. Spatially and frequency resolved reflectivity R* and
transmissivity T* in the heated region are determined
using in-situ calibration from the unheated region of the
target. These are used to solve the Helmholtz equations
for a gradient-free dielectric slab in accordance with the
Idealized Slab Plasma concept [20] to yield both the real
part, ε1(ω), and the imaginary part, ε2(ω), of the dielec-
tric function.
Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the temporal evolution of ε(ω)
of gold at an excitation energy density of (2.9±0.3)×106
J/kg. The data have been corrected for frequency chirp
as described above. Time zero corresponds to the on-set
of changes in R* and T* from their room temperature
values. This is found to be the same for all frequencies
in the supercontinuum spectrum after chirp correction.
Also included in the figure are tabulated data of gold at
room temperature [21]. The minimum energy required
for d-p transitions is ∼ 2.3 eV. In an earlier study at
an excitation energy density of 4.0×106 J/kg [22] it was
found that the dielectric function at 1.55 eV showed an
initial transient consisting of a decrease (increase) in the
real (imaginary) part to a minimum (maximum) value in
∼ 600 fs. This was followed by an increase (decrease) to
a quasi-steady-state value in ∼ 900 fs. The quasi-steady
state then lasted for another ∼ 4 ps before apparent tar-
get disassembly occurred. The time steps in Fig. 2 are
chosen to span a similar duration. The new data at 1.55
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FIG. 2: (a) ε1(ω) and (b) ε2(ω) at different times, and (c)
ε2(ω) displayed with an off-set of +5 along the y-axis between
time steps.
eV show similar transient and quasi-steady-state behav-
iors as described above. A single ε(ω) plot is presented for
1.2-4 ps since no significant change in ε(ω) is observed in
the interval, consistent with the quasi-steady state found
in a previous study [22].
For the observed spectral range, ε1(ω) appears rela-
tively featureless. However, intra-band and inter-band
(d-p) components are clearly discernable in ε2(ω) below
and above ∼ 2.3 eV. They also show substantial enhance-
ments over their room-temperature values. Furthermore,
by displaying ε2(ω) at different time steps with an offset
(Fig. 2(c)), it can readily be seen that the intra-band
component shows good agreement with best-fitted Drude
functions [23] that assume frequency-independent elec-
tron collision time and density, except for a small region
around 1.6 eV at the peak of the transient at 800 fs. The
fitting parameters are given in Table 1.
To examine the dependence of ε(ω) on the excitation
energy density ∆, we use measurements made on the
quasi-steady state. The results are presented in Fig. 3.
These are not corrected for frequency chirp and the probe
delay varies from 1.4 ps at 1.55 eV to 2 ps at 2.6 eV. Time
zero again corresponds to the onset of observed changes
in R*, T* at 1.55 eV. For ∆ of 2.2×106 and 4.7×106
J/kg, the 1.4-2 ps probe delay falls completely within
the quasi-steady state duration [22] allowing the dielec-
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FIG. 3: (a) ε1(ω) and (b) ε2(ω) for different excitation energy
densities.
tric function to be determined over the entire spectral
range of 1.55-2.6 eV. However, at 1.7×107 J/kg no so-
lution to the Helmholtz equations can be found for ε(ω)
from the R*, T* data above 2.38 eV. This is due to the
breakdown of the uniform slab assumption as target dis-
assembly gives rise to gradients in the expanding foil.
The cut-off point at 2.38 eV corresponds to a probe de-
lay of 1.9 ps that is consistent with the disassembly time
observed in the earlier experiment [22]. Accordingly, di-
electric function measurement using a frequency chirped
source offers a new means of probing hydrodynamic dis-
assembly of a heated solid.
With increasing excitation energy density, the quasi-
steady state ε1(ω) begins to reveal the effect of inter-
band (d-p) transitions above 2.1 eV while ε2(ω) exhibits
increasing enhancements in intra-band and inter-band
transitions. The intra-band component continues to be
Drude-like as indicated by the best-fitted Drude func-
tions in the figure. The fitting parameters are also given
in Table 1. It should be noted that the quasi-steady state
collision time and electron density are in good agreement
with previous measurements [13]. The inter-band compo-
nent also shows a red shift that increases with excitation
energy density.
Ab initio calculations of the AC conductivity of warm
dense states of gold have been reported recently by
Mazevet et al. [15]. Their results show a highly struc-
tured frequency spectrum with a local maximum at 1.5
eV and the absence of any well-defined red shift or en-
hancement of the inter-band component above 2 eV. This
deviates substantially from our observation described
above. To understand the cause for the discrepancy, we
TABLE I: Parameters for Drude fitting in Figs. 2 and 3.
∆(106J/kg) Probe Delay τ(10−15s) ne(1022cm−3)
(a) 2.90 150 fs 1.49 4.54
(b) 2.90 400 fs 1.16 6.01
(c) 2.90 600 fs 0.97 6.34
(d) 2.90 800 fs 0.87 6.45
(e) 2.90 1.2-4 ps 0.83 5.93
(f) 2.20 1.4-2 ps 1.00 5.10
(g) 4.70 1.4-2 ps 0.86 7.00
(h) 17.0 1.4-2 ps 0.77 8.40
FIG. 4: ε2(ω) of gold at 0K calculated with different k -point
sampling.
calculate ε2(ω) based on density functional theory within
local density approximation [24]. Our focus is on the
convergence of the calculation in terms of finite size ef-
fect on the electronic degrees of freedom, i.e., on k -point
sampling. Troullier-Martin’s optimized pseudopotential
is used to represent the ionic core potential with a plane
wave expansion truncated at a cutoff energy of 35 Ry.
The lattice constant is kept fixed at 7.657 au since earlier
measurements indicate the absence of significant expan-
sion during the quasi-steady state of the gold foil [13, 22].
ε2(ω) is then calculated using the Kubo-Greenwood for-
mula [25] where the atomic core region of wavefunctions
are replaced by atomic orbitals to avoid complication
arising from the non-locality of the pseudopotential [26].
A crucial aspect of such an ab initio approach is the
choice of the k -point mesh that is known to affect the
accuracy in calculating inter-band contributions to the
dielectric function [14]. This is because the character-
istic transition peaks originate from a small area in the
Brillouin zone where branches of the bands become par-
allel to each other. In our calculation of ε2(ω) for a per-
fect fcc gold crystal at 0 K, convergence is reached at
a 1283uniform k -points grid as shown in Figure 4. The
result is in excellent agreement with that obtained from
an all-electron Linear-Augmented-Plane-Wave (LAPW)
investigation [27]. This indicates that for a 32-atom gold
system, sampling over 65,000 k -points is required to en-
sure fidelity of the calculation. It is evident from Fig.
44 that insufficient k -point sampling can readily generate
substantial fluctuations in the dielectric function. This
may account for the highly structured conductivities seen
in previous calculations of a 32-atom system with sam-
pling over only 4 k -points [15], which roughly corresponds
to 83 k -points with a FCC unit cell. It may also con-
tribute to the spurious local maximum seen at 1.54 eV
giving it a non-Drude appearance.
In conclusion, our new measurements have given us
some interesting insights to the behavior of ultrafast laser
excited gold. A basic property contained in the spectral
dielectric function is electron density of state. Thus, the
data in Fig. 2 carry information on the evolution of the
density of the d and s/p states driven by the processes of
photo-excitation of d -electrons, electron-hole recombina-
tion and electron-electron thermalization at high energy
densities. Similarly, the data in Fig. 3 carry information
on the dependence of density of state on excitation energy
density. For the range of conditions of interest, Drude-
like behavior of the intra-band component of ε2(ω) is
confirmed. This provides a crucial validation for the use
of AC conductivity at 800 nm to derive DC conductivity,
collision time and carrier density of warm dense gold [13],
thus significantly enhancing the utility of AC conductiv-
ity measurement. The appearance of inter-band tran-
sitions presents the first evidence of the persistence of
d -band in the quasi-steady state of ultrafast laser heated
gold. If it can be assumed that the presence of a d -band
can only result from long-range ordering, this raises the
possibility that the quasi-steady state is the characteris-
tic of a super-heated solid which would be consistent with
a recent empirical two-temperature model [15]. Equally
important are the observed increases in red shift and en-
hancement of d-p transitions with excitation energy den-
sity. Red shifts in the inter-band transition region may
result from temperature-induced changes in the Fermi-
Dirac distribution of the electrons. The enhancement is
however unexpected. Calculations of optical absorption
spectrum of equilibrium solid and liquid phases of alu-
minum [14] show only red shifts in inter-band transitions
but no enhancements as the solid is heated to its melt-
ing point, consistent with observation [28]. On the other
hand, measurements of electron energy distribution func-
tion of ultrafast laser excited gold [29] have shown that
even at very low excitation energy densities (300 µJ/cm2
or equivalently∼ 5×105 J/kg for a 30-nm-thick gold foil),
a small energetic electron tail appears to remain visible
670 fs after the laser pump pulse. We are thus led to con-
jecture that our observed enhancements in d-p transitions
are likely the manifestation of non-equilibrium density of
state resulting from the complex processes of electron-
hole recombination and electron-electron relaxation in
states driven to very high energy densities.
In addition, our data have provided the first bench-
mark for testing theory [15]. We believe that insufficient
k -point sampling is the likely cause for the noted dis-
crepancy between theory and experiment. This points to
the need for examining proper convergence of numerical
calculations with regard to finite-size effects.
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